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The time for being optimistic regarding STE/CSP is over

… because being realistic is enough

Designing the future electrical systems is not only about matching supply and demand with the technology 
that offers the minimum generation cost. It is about satisfying the demand at any time of day while 
keeping stable the voltage and the frequency of the grid.

Current prices and distinct services to the electrical systems as compared with the real value of other
- apparently cheaper renewable technologies - will result in an exponential growth of STE power plants



Wind and FV will continue growing as their prices per kWh are much 
lower than those from conventional fossil fired power plants

 But inflexible renewable generation systems have clear limits in 
penetration shares, not only because of technical  constraints 
(curtailments, grid stability, …) but due to RoI requirements as well

✓ Regarding the further development of RES we should move from the current short-sighted COST approach 
to a full VALUE approach for upcoming investments. 

✓ STE is - and will continue to be - the necessary choice - complementary to PV - when planning addition of 
new capacity in sunny countries and also the preferred choice when all the impacts are taken into 
account. 



Generation costs of STE plants with large storage are much cheaper than:
PV plants with batteries, Wind parks with water pumping storage or Combined Cycles
and they will remain lower in the future

➢ While losses in STE storage systems are negligible, energy losses batteries and pumping stations 
are in the range of 25%

➢ Investments in grid compensation equipents would further reinforce the STE choice

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/66592.pdf

Facts and prospects

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/66592.pdf


✓ The two molten salt tank storage system - cold & hot –
are being commercially used since 2008 with proven 
reliability and performances. 

✓ The molten salt storage cost is nowadays in the range 
of 50$/kWhe for STE tower plants (As of today the 
battery pack + BoS are in the range of 500 $/kWh)

✓ STE plants allows for smart hybridization with biomass 
or natural gas to provide firmness of supply with a 
high solar fraction

✓ STE plants can also provide storage services to the grid 
- at 40% efficiency - with very reduced additional 
investments through the “Power to Heat” concept

STE with thermal storage is the most efficient solution for dispatchable solar electricity

Solar Energy (PV + STE) will supply the bulk of mankind’s 
electricity needs sooner than later 



GRID STABILITY, Primary Reserve and Ancillary Services

Thanks to their synchronous generators STE plants can provide

 Primary Reserve

 Secondary and Tertiary Reserve

 Reduction of pool Price Volatility

 Reactive Power

 No need for Spinning Reserve

 Contribution to Short-Circuit Power



Comments with the Jordan Delegation in its visit to the 
Spanish Electrical System Control Center (Nov.2017) regarding 
the impacts of voltage dip (“Hueco de tension” as read in the 
screen) caused by a trip in a conventional plant. 

The CECRE put in alarm the wind and PV generation units 
within the red area of the map, as they could cause further 
instability.

STE plants use synchronous generators with large inertial 
characteristics. They were not subject to such concern. On the 
contrary, they contribute to the stable behaviour of the grid.  

CECRE Renewable control center display at REE



ESTELA has been continuously insisting on two points:

1. New STE plant concepts, which might work at small scale, must show feasible, scalable characteristics.

2. The concepts must be fully dispatchable. That means: not being forced to generate electricity whenever the sun is 
shining in spite of having a storage system. The plants should have always the possibility either to deliver or to store the 
energy. 

Another point which should deserve the attention of policy makers is the seasonal balanced production. 

✓ Reduction on STE generation costs have been the result of tough competition, with 
reduction of margins along the value chain and own efforts by the industry to increase 
performances and reduce cost. The success case of the solar field improvements from 
NOOR 1 to NOOR 2 made by SENER is a good example.

✓ Ongoing innovations from the companies and from the publicly supported projects, 
mainly in the USA and Europe, will contribute to further reduce the cost

STE growth must be based on sound concepts

SET Plan



…….

Breakdown of installed STE/CSP by country

Would 2018 be the 

starting point of an 

exponential growth?



The huge potential of Concentrated Solar Heat CSH
Almost half of the energy needs are for HEAT at world level

Steam or heat transfer fluid for process heat

Heating and cooling networks
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